We develop a general scheme for an analysis of macroscopic qudit systems: a) introduce a set of collective observables, which characterizes the macroscopic properties of qudits in an optimal way; b) construct projectedQ-functions for N qudit systems, containing full macroscopic information; c) propose a collective tomographic protocol both for a general and symmetric N -qudit states. The example of N -qutrit is analyzed in details and compared to N -qubit case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Basic problems arising in the analysis of macroscopic quantum systems: a) optimization of tomographic schemes in order to reduce the number of measurements [1] , [2] , [3] ; b) processing of available data so that a meaningful information about the state of the system can be efficiently extracted [4] . Both of these tasks are rather complicated since the number of parameters (the number of measurement outcomes) required for a complete characterization of a multipartite quantum state grows exponentially with the number of particles. An intuitively appealing attempt to employ the statistical description of N-qudit (d-level) system, by mapping qudits states into distributions in a finite-dimensional grid [5] , [6] , [7] , results inconvenient in the large N limit due to an overwhelming complexity of the resulting discrete functions. Even in the simplest case of N-qubit system, the distributions corresponding to relatively simple quantum states have rather complicated structure (usuall represented in form of randomly located peaks [8] ). In addition, the distributions in discrete phase-space do not have natural macroscopic limits, i.e. they do not acquire smooth shapes in the limit N ≫ 1, which makes very difficult to study their analytical porperties.
While ∼ d 2N parameters are needed for a full microscopic description of a generic N qudit state, the global properties can be captured by a significantly smaller number of collective observables. These observables are invariant under particle permutations and thus provide only partial information about the system. On the other hand, frequently only this type of symmetric correlation functions can be efficiently assessed (e.g. due to particle indistinguishability) in macroscopic quantum systems [9] .
A quantum state characterization is strongly connected to the specific set of the measurable collective variables. In N qubit systems, the moments of the collective spin operators
provide the global information, allowing to access all SU(2) invariant subspaces appearing in the tensor decomposition H ⊗N 2 (without distinguishing subspaces of the same dimension).
The results of such collective measurements can used for density matrix estimation [10] .
From an analytical perspective, the macroscopic features of an N qubit system are completely described by the so-called projectedQ -function, defined in a three-dimensional discrete space. ThisQ -function contains full and non-redundant information about results of any collective measurement in an arbitrary (not necessarily symmetric) state [11] , [12] , and allows to outline collective kinematic and dynamic properties in the limit of large number of qubits.
The situation is more complicated for macroscopic systems containing a large number of qudits. Although qudit systems seem to be useful in quantum information protocols [13] , only a limited number of experimental reconstructions of one-and bi-partite qudit systems were reported [14] - [22] . Extension to multipartite qudit systems is quite challenging due to a rapid growth of the number of required experimental setups [23] , and the deficiency of appropriate theoretical tools to deal with N ≫ 1 qudit systems. In addition, in this case (in contrast to qubit systems) there are several ways to choose a basis set of symmetric (permutationally invariant) operators, while only some specific sets are convenient for studying macroscopic properties of large number of qudits.
In the present paper we develop a general framework for the analysis of global characteristics of multipartite qudit systems. We will: a) construct projectedQ-functions for N qudit systems, containing full macroscopic information; b) introduce a set of collective observables, which characterizes macroscopic properties of qudits and compatible with the phase-space description; c) propose two discrete collective tomographic protocols (for general and symmetric N-qudit states) and provide an explicit (partial) reconstruction expression for the N-qudit density matrix in terms of average values of correlation functions of ∼ N d 2 −1 appropriate collective qudit operators. The example of N qutrits will be analyzed in details and compared to N-qubit systems.
II. N QUDIT PROJECTED Q-FUNCTION
Let us consider N-qudit Hilbert space
where d is a prime number, spanned by the computational basis |λ = |l 1 , ..., l N , l i ∈ Z d . The standard unitary N-qudit operators are defined according to [6] , [24] 
where α = (a 1 , ..., a N ),
are d -strings with elements from Z d , αβ = a 1 b 1 + ... + a N b N , ω = exp (2πi/d) sums and multiplications are taken by mod d. The operators (2) are factorized into tensor products,
of single qudit Pauli operators [25] 
and satisfy the commutation relation
Operators acting in N-qudit Hilbert space can be mapped into functions labeled by a pair of N-tuples (α, β). Two mutually dual maps, known as discrete Q-symbols and P -symbols [7] , [8] , [26] , have the form
Tr ∆ (1) 
see (103) for the explicit form of the kernels∆ (±1) . The first rank projectorŝ
form an informationally complete set, α,β∆
The fiducial state |ξ in (10) is chosen in a product form,
in such a way that the single particle projectors on the states
satisfy the symmetric informationally complete (SIC) POVM condition [27] 
An operatorf can be decomposed on the basis of∆ (±1) (α, β) aŝ
so that the average values are computed according to
It follows from (9) and (12) that
where P is the permutation operator and πα is a permutation of the string α corresponding to P.
Then, P and Q -symbols of permutationally invariant operators,ŝ = PŝP † , are symmetric functions of their arguments, and thus depend only on the corresponding weights h (α, β) [28] (see also Appendix A)
The weights h (α), being invariant under permutations characteristics of d-strings (3),
and can be arranged in a vector
The d 2 −1 components of the vector h (α, β) form a basis in the space of symmetric functions constructed on (α, β).
For instance, in case of qubits the three-dimesional h -vector has the form
while for qutrits h -vector is eight-dimensional,
The points of two-dimensional grid (α,β) can be partially ordered according to the values of the weights (21) and an arbitrary function constructed on (α, β) satisfy the following summation rule
where the components of the vector m take values from 0 to (d − 1)N.
Taking into account (19) and the summation rule (24) we observe that the average value of any permutationally invariant operator in an arbitrary (not necessarily symmetric) state
is computed according to
where
For symmetric states, Pρ s P † =ρ s , where Q ρs (α, β) ≡ Q ρs (h (α, β)), one has
where R 
i.e. is the number of pairs (α, β) of d-strings characterized by the same vector m = {m kl = h(kα + lβ), k, l = 0, ..., d − 1}.
It follows from (25) that the Q ρ (m)-function contains complete and non-redundant information about all macroscopic properties of the stateρ and can be considered as a discrete distribution in d 2 −1 dimensional macroscopic measurement space M spanned by the vectors (30) . The total number of multiplets {m = h (α, β)} (points in M) is
which is the amount of collective measurements fully determining the Q ρ (m) -function.
In other words, the global variables "see" an N-qudit state in form of Q ρ (m) distribution in M. In the N-qubit case, the Q-function has been extensively studied in [11] , [12] and applied to the analysis of pure state thermalization effect and quantum phase transitions [29] .
In the macroscopic limit N ≫ d,
which is significantly smaller than the number of points in the full discrete phase-space
In practice, distributions corresponding to physically relevant macroscopic states tend to smooth shapes located in certain areas of the measurement space M, as it was observed in qubit case [11] , [12] , and shown in the following examples.
Examples.
1. For the fiducial state (12) -(14) one can easily obtain
which is a localized distribution (of size ∼ √ N ) in the M -space, which tends to the Gaus-
is a single "spherically symmetric" Gaussian function centered at m 0 = (3N/8, 3N/8, 3N/8),
while in N-qutri case Q ξ (m) takes a form of a "squeezed" Gaussian, which can be compactly represented as follows ,
one obtains by using (10) for the discrete Q-function (7) the following explicitly invariant under particle permutations expression
where a i , b i are components of the d−string (3) and c (i) l are the expansion coefficients of the i-th particle fiducial state in the computational basis,
so that
Thus, according to (28) , we arrive at
where the product N i=1 c (i) l−b i is a function of m 0l , l = 1, 2, .., d − 1 only. For qubits, d = 2, and the SIC POVM generating fiducial state
the expression (41) is reduced to
where R
(2) m is given in (122). The distribution Q
GHZ (m) has a form of two separated by a distance ∼ N along the axis m 01 discrete clouds, each of size ∼ √ N [11] , [12] in three-dimensional measurement space. Each cloud acquires a Gaussian shape centered at m 01 = N(1 ± 1/ √ 3)/2 in the limit N ≫ 1. In Fig.1 we plot the projection of Q For qutrits, d = 3, one obtains
where the fiducial state is chosen as
and R
m is given in (124). As it can be appreciated from the above expression, Q 
A. Collective operators
Let us introduce the following set of collective (invariant under particle permutations) Hermitian operators for an N-qudit system
Their P -symbols (7) are proportional to the corresponding weights:
which allows to associate the axes in the measurement space M with the collective operators (46). This can be very helpful for determination of measurements required for a detection of quantum states. For instance, the main features of the qutrit GHZ-like state (38) can be recognized by measuringÔ 0,1 andÔ 0,2 operators and their moments, see Fig.2 .
It is proven in Appendix B that the operators (46) are split into d + 1 disjoint sets of d commuting operators:
and
The collective observables (46) can be represented in form of a direct product of singleparticle operatorsÔ
where |a i , b i are the states (13) and the operations in {·} are taken mod d. The operators (52) are normalized according to
and form a basis of the su(d) algebra similar to that introduced in [30] . The explicit form of the matrix elements of the operatorsÔ 
so that the operators (46) coincide up to a constant factor with the spin collective operators (1). , (compare to [30] )
Qutrits
The sets (56) -(58) can be obtained form the set (55) by SU(3) rotations.
III. COLLECTIVE TOMOGRAPHY
By a direct substitution one can prove that the symmetrized operators (27) form a biorthogonal set
This suggests to approximate the density matrix by "inverting" Eq. (26) in the form similar to Eq.(15)ρ
The above equation is a formal expression for the state reconstruction by using the results of all possible collective measurements stored in Q ρ (m). The "tomographic representation" 
which is a generalization of results obtained in [31] . The operators (62) can be always expressed in terms of polynomials of the collective operators (46)
(see Appendix D), and thus, accessed from Von Neumann measurements.
Since any state obtained fromρ by particle permutations, PρP † , leads to the sameρ rec , the density matrix reconstructed according to Eq.(61) is related to the original one by the full symmetrization,ρ
Thus, the reconstruction (61) is exact for permutationally invariant (symmetric) states. It is straightforward to obtain a closed from expression for the reconstruction fidelity of a pure stateρ = |ψ ψ|,
which reaches its minimum value
for states that become orthogonal under any particle permutation, e.g for N-qudit, d ≥ N, elements of the computational basis |λ = |l 1 , ..., l N , with l i = l j .
For mixed states the minimum value of the fidelity can be substantiality smaller then given in Eq.(66). For instance, for 2 and 3 qubits one obtains F min =1/2 and F min =1/8 correspondingly; for 2 and 3 qutrits F min =1/9 and F min =1/27.
A. Symmetric space reconstruction
In the particular case of fully symmetric states, the reconstruction expressions (60)-(61) become exact and can be rewritten in an explicit form by projecting the expansion (15) into the symmetric subspace.
Let us consider a symmetric density matrix, i.e.ρ s =Π sρsΠs , whereΠ s is the projection operator on the symmetric subspace H sym of N quditŝ
and permutationally invariant states
p j = 0, ..., N,
are elements of an orthonormal basis, p ′ , N |p, N = δ p ′ ,p , in d sym -dimensional Hilbert space
The states (68) are expanded in the computational basis according to
denotes the number of coefficients l j equal to i = 1, ..., d − 1 in the state |λ = |l 1 , ..., l N , and
is the normalization constant. It is easy to see that η A density matrixρ s can be represented according to Eq. (15) as followŝ
where∆ (±1) s (α, β) are the kernels (103) projected into the symmetric subspace,
acting in H sym .
The first-rank projectors∆
being c µ the fiducial state expansion coefficients (40), define the measurement sets and satisfy the completeness condition
where R (d) m is defined in (29) andΠ s acts as an identity operator in H sym . After a straightforward algebra one can show that the∆ (1) s -kernel (75) in the basis (68) acquires the form
are the special discrete functions (special functions of discrete variables) and the coefficient
can be always evaluated analytically, see (106).
Finally, the explicit reconstruction expression in the symmetric subspace H sym acquires the formρ
are measured probabilities. The total number of projections required in this protocol is given by Eq. (31) , while the density matrix of a fully symmetric state contains at most d 2 sym − 1 independent parameters. Such a redundancy occurs because the probabilities (85) are not linearly independent and satisfy the following self-consistence conditions
In order to estimate the accuracy of the reconstruction scheme (84) we numerically studied the minimum square error (MSE) of the quadratic Hilbert-Schmidt distance between a real stateρ s and its estimateρ est according to the Crámer-Rao lower bound [32] for qubit and qutrit states, see Appendix E.
1. In N-qubit case, d = 2, a single index (72) defines symmetric states,
The elements of the basis in the symmetric subspaces are the well known Dicke states
The symmetrized discrete coherent states (77) are expanded in the Dicke basis as follows
where ζ is defined in Eq. (42). The functions (81) and (83) have the form
q 10 +q 01 +q 11 4 i q 11 −q 10 −q 01 2
where h (γ) = q 10 , h (δ) = q 01 , h (γ + δ) = q 11 and
can be expressed in terms of 4 F 3 -functions.
We have numerically found that the MSE E 2 min , averaged over 200 pure and mixed states, is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of trials M,
In Fig. 3 we plot the proportionality constant λ for pure and mixed states for N = 1, ..., 6
qubits and compare with the values corresponding to the SIC POVM tomographic protocol [27] .
2. In N-qutrit case, d = 3, there are two indexes (72) that define qutrit symmetric space,
thus, the basis in the symmetric subspace has the form
The symmetrized discrete coherent states (77) are where ω = exp(2πi/3) and the c λ correspond to the fiducial state (45). The matrix element in Eq.(83) is
k,l q kl −N e iπ 9 (q 21 −q 22 +q 12 +5q 11 −9q 01 −3(q 10 −q 02 +q 20 )) ,
where q kl = h(kγ + lδ) and
We have numerically found that for qutrits the minimum error E 2 min also behaves according to Eq. (93). In Fig. 4 we plot the constant λ for pure and mixed qutrit states, N = 1, 2, 3. 
B. Conclusions
We have developed a general framework for the analysis of N-qudit systems in the macroscopic limit, which includes: a) A scheme to organize the information obtained from collective measurements in form of distributions functions in a discrete low-dimensional space spanned by the symmetric functions (21) . The analysis of these projectedQ-functions provides a useful insight into global properties of multipartite quantum states. It allows, for instance, to identify the relevant set of collective measurements for a given state, which are not always obvious from the state decomposition in the computational basis. A deeper analysis of the projected N-quditQ-function and their applications is in progress and will be published elsewhere.
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we outline the general method for computing P -symbols of collective operators.
Consider a generic (non-Hermitian) collective operator
Any other collective operator can be constructed from (102). Taking into account the explicit form of the kernels (7) ∆ (∓1) (α, β) = 1
the P -function of (102) is represented as follows according to (7) 
Observe, that for the fiducial state of the form (12)-(14) the matrix element ξ| Z γ X δ |ξ is symmetric function of its argument,
The sum i ω mb i −na i that appear in the above equation in can be rewritten as
which is always reduced to the form
where B
(p,q) k,l are some coefficients. Thus, the P -function (105) is a function of the weights (21) .
Examples a) Qubits, d = 2
The sum (107) takes the form,
so that, for the fiducial state (42) The matrix elements of the operators (46) have the form
i p|Ô
where c (i) p are the expansion coefficients (39), and τ q,λ = d−1 r=0 rω rqλ −1 , λ, m = 0, ..., d − 1. The trace of two operators (46) has the form
where we have used the SIC POVM condition (14) .
we obtain
In case when k = λk ′ and l = λl ′ , λ = 1, ..., d − 1 we can use new variables kα + lβ = µ, λ(k ′ α + l ′ β) = ν and sum over the new variables µ, ν so that the last sum in (115) is just a square of (113) and thus tr Ô k,lÔk ′ ,l ′ = 0;
if k = λk ′ and l = λl ′ , then
Taking into account the representation (15) and the form of the P-function (47)
If k = 0, l = 0 for d > 2 then after a change of variables
where (2k) −1 is understood as the inverse element in Z d , we representÔ k,l aŝ
It is worth noting that the average values of the collective operators (46) in the states (77) are proportional to the corresponding P -symbols (47)
Here we present explicit expressions for R (d) q -functions for qubits and qutrits: 
In the limit N ≫ 1 the function R 
Any product of collective operators (46) can be directly expanded in the monomial basis (4):
The required representation of the symmetrized monomials in terms of measurables operators
is thus obtained by substituting (128) into (129) and comparing the coefficients of the same basis elements. This leads to the following set of equations for the coefficients C
In case of qubits, (128) adquires the following form for diagonal operators
Taking into account that the collective spin operator in the computational basis has the form
we arrive at the following expression for the coefficient b
where g (2) (m) = ν (−1) µν δ h(ν),m ,
is a discrete special function, which can be expressed in terms of P 
where we used the explicit expansion (45). The set of equations (130) to be inverted is now
In particular, we find, µ Z µ δ h(µ),1 = 2ωÔ 0,1 + 2Ô 0,2 ,
µ Z µ δ h(µ),2 = 4 ωÔ 0,1 +Ô 0,2 2 + 2 ω 2Ô 0,1 +Ô 0,2 .
The performance of a reconstruction scheme can be measured by the statistical average of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance between the real ρ s and estimatedρ s states,
when only a finite number of copies (M) are involved in the measurement process [34] .
The multinomial measurement statistics associated to the protocol (84) P ∝ pσ np p , p n p = M,
allows to relate the estimated probabilitiesσ p with the corresponding frequencies n p /M, according to n p = Mσ p , n 2 p = Mσ p (1 + (M − 1)σ p ), n p n q = M(M − 1)σ pσq .
Using the explicit reconstruction form (84) we obtain the square error in terms of the deviation between probabilities σ p and their estimatesσ p ,
where ∆σ p = σ p −σ p and
Taking into account the redundancy (86) and normalization (85) conditions we obtain the square error in terms of the deviation between the independent probabilities σ ′ p and their estimatesσ ′
where the sum is taken only on the indexes p ′ , q ′ labeling the independent probabilities; the coefficients A ′ p ′ q ′ are not explicitly given here due to of their cumbersome form. The minimum square error (MSE) is given by the Cramér-Rao bound [32] ,
were A ′ is d 2 sym − 1 × d 2 sym − 1 matrix with the elements A ′ p ′ q ′ , while F is the Fisher matrix for the independent probabilities,
To estimate the average minimum square error we numerically compute the statistical mean value over the symmetric states,
.
